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QUESTION 1

Which four types of performance tests have a verification report? (Choose four.) 

A. SAP Performance Test 

B. Citrix Performance Test 

C. Socket Performance Test 

D. Web Services Performance Test 

E. HTTP Performance Test 

F. TCP/IP Performance Test 

Correct Answer: ABDE 

 

QUESTION 2

The Response Time Breakdown report shows a table for an aggregation of all instances of a selected page element.
Which two layouts are available? (Choose two.) 

A. simple layout 

B. hierarchical layout 

C. table layout 

D. UML layout 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 3

When recording a test, how should you pace the test? 

A. record the test slowly, allowing all pages to load completely so that all elements are fully loaded before proceeding to
another page 

B. record the test using your normal pace 

C. record the test quickly, as pages do not need to load completely for the recording 

D. record the test with varying paces to simulate the behavior of various types of users 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4
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Two workstations are installed with the full IBM Rational Performance Tester 8.2 product in addition to a 

server that is installed with the IBM Rational Agent Controller. Stress testing is conducted with all the machines.
Response time breakdown data is collected. Later the tester discovers that the data was in fact not collected. What are
four probable causes? (Choose four.) 

A. The server has not been instrumented. 

B. IBM Rational Performance Tester is running on the other workstation. 

C. The response time breakdown collection has not been enabled. 

D. The firewall between the server and the two servers has not been opened. 

E. IBM Rational Performance Tester 8.2 is not compatible with IBM Rational Agent Controller. 

F. IBM Rational Agent Controller is not running on the workstation. 

Correct Answer: ACDE 

 

QUESTION 5

What is the purpose for correcting time offset? 

A. to synchronize the workbench machine with all the virtual tester agents?machines 

B. to adjust for daylight saving hours on the workbench machine 

C. to ensure that the response time breakdown test reports are correct 

D. to ensure that agent machines with faster CPU run at the same rate as slower machines 

E. to ensure all the data for response time breakdown is time-stamped using the time from the workbench machine 

Correct Answer: C 
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